SEAN GLAZE
An Interactive Leadership and Team Building Speaker

EXPERIENCES AND INSIGHTS
THAT IMPROVE AWARENESS
AND INSPIRE YOUR PEOPLE
TO BE WINNING TEAMMATES

There is a BIG Difference
Between Hard Work and Teamwork
ABOUT SEAN

Sean Glaze is more than a traditional speaker...

He delivers powerful keynote talks on teamwork and leadership – and, more importantly, he gets your people engaged and laughing while they learn to lead from where they are!

Sean has enjoyed motivating athletes and inspiring teams for over 20 years – both on and off the court. Your group will improve the same way his teams did - with a focus on great relationships, leadership development, and teambuilding.

Sean has helped thousands of people work better together. He earned his Masters and Specialist Degrees from Jacksonville State University, and has published dozens of professional articles on improving team performance and leadership.

He and his wife Amy have three children that keep them busy around their home in Atlanta, but Sean travels nationally as a speaker and facilitator to improve organizations just like yours.

If you are part of a business, school, or athletic team that needs to improve communication, strengthen group relationships, and inspire more accountability, you found the right guy!
PROGRAMS

A FULL OR HALF DAY CUSTOMIZED TEAM BUILDING EVENT

Improve Relationships, Collaboration, and Performance

Experiential activities are far more powerful than a traditional keynote...
Yes, the laughter will be real and the relationships strengthened – but the takeaways from insightful debriefing discussions address real-world workplace issues.

Research has shown experiential activities are the most effective way to ensure engagement and lasting impact. As a veteran teacher and coach, Sean skillfully facilitates fun challenges that provide outcomes your people can apply –

Sean also offers Custom Workshops that dig deeper to address your specific workplace challenges, helping your organization see issues from a fresh perspective and resolve them to become a more productive team.

AN INTERACTIVE KEYNOTE MESSAGE

Inspire Behaviors That Impact Culture

You have this one tremendous opportunity to connect, inform, and energize your employees. You want each person to walk away with meaningful insights that will help them become better teammates.

You also want to provide an experience that makes everyone smile and interact together in a way that makes them feel good about themselves and their roles. When Sean Glaze takes the stage as a teamwork speaker, you’ll see people lean forward. And you can sit back and relax…

Because you will know you made the right choice!
WHAT TO EXPECT

YOUR EVENT WILL INCLUDE ENGAGING ACTIVITIES SUCH AS:

Team Bonding Exercise (connection cards - in pairs)  
- a terrific opportunity to strengthen relationships with deeper questions

Teamwork and Leadership Task (welded ankles activity - groups of four)  
- a difficult activity that demands communication and inspires accountability

Teamwork & Communication Challenge (back talk activity- groups of four)  
- fun experience that involves non-verbal communication and interpretation

Team Accountability Challenge (jumbled pictures – whole group)  
- a challenging experience that illustrates the power of team communication

DID YOU KNOW…

Organizations that communicate effectively are 4.5x more likely to retain the best people.  
-Watson Wyatt (worldwide consulting firm)

U.S. companies lose $3 billion a year to the effects of negative attitudes at work.  
-The Bureau of Labor Statistics

60% of executives listed lack of collaboration as one of their top leadership challenges.  
-American Management Association
TESTIMONIALS

You did an excellent job of making a point, giving pause for reflection, and **letting each participant conclude what each activity meant to them**. I am confident the lessons, affirmations, and bonds from this day will last long into the future…

-Michele Lurvey, Traverse Dental Associates

We just got done seeing Sean and I have to say, he was unbelievable! He was very **insightful, very powerful, and got us engaged with one another**. He was fantastic and I highly recommend him.

-Jason Cass, IIABA Young Agents

We were so pleased - I heard so many positive comments! You were right on target with all of your explanations, and I will continue to encourage teachers throughout the year to live your messages. **It was a powerful and fun day**! Thanks for all you did to make it great. I will keep in touch!

-Cheri Borchardt, Lorena ISD

“The comments we heard from participants were overwhelmingly positive! Thanks for a fun and energizing day with useful take-aways that really helped our people work together better!”

- Val O’Brien, Southern Company
WHY CHOOSE SEAN?

Organizational culture always trumps strategy - Sean’s stories and experiential team building activities create “A-Ha!” moments that build a more positive and profitable culture in FIVE important ways:

1. They Get Everyone on the Team Involved:
The most effective way to learn something new skills is to actually do it. Remember the old saying- “I hear, I forget, I see, I remember, I do, I understand?”
Research shows that when your people just sit and listen, they retain less than 20% of what they hear. When they are involved in active experiential learning they retain 90%!

2. They Offer Leadership Opportunities:
In every activity they will encounter, there is an opportunity for leadership. This aspect of the fun and challenging activities is always addressed in our debriefing discussions.
It is important to recognize the personality types and strengths in your group, then everyone will be better equipped to lead from where they are when you experience real adversity.

3. They Are All Safe and Fun Activities:
The Experiential Learning activities Sean uses will offer all participants a safe and fun atmosphere to risk, learn, share ideas, and make mistakes.
As you see below, our time together will be spent in a “no-judgment” zone, and there are no physically demanding tasks, so all your people can participate!

4. They Build Knowledge and Relationships.
Team play allows your people to learn about each other and share laughter in a controlled situation.
Knowing how each of them handles obstacles or frustration is invaluable – How do you communicate?
What are your team personality types and individual strengths? And, the event provides opportunities for self-discovery!

5. They Provide Relevant Take-Aways:
Teambuilding challenges do more than just build trust and relationships among your people – they offer lessons for more productive roles and interactions.
Your group will become more comfortable as they laugh together and become more familiar – but the activities can also be utilized to address issues your team may be uncomfortable with…
WHY INTERACTIVE?

*CULTURE* IS SIMPLY THE SUM OF REPEATED *BEHAVIORS*...

AND *BEHAVIORS* ONLY CHANGE WHEN *BELIEFS* CHANGE...

AND *BELIEFS* ONLY CHANGE WHEN *AWARENESS* IMPROVES...

AND *AWARENESS* IS DEVELOPED THROUGH *EXPERIENCES*...

"THE MESSAGE WAS IMPORTANT AND POWERFUL... PERFECT SELECTION FOR A MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER - VERY ENCOURAGING AND INSPIRATIONAL..."

- SUSAN PASILOWSKI, MSGCU
KEYNOTE TOPICS:

To Develop Employee Engagement

HOW TO CREATE A CULTURE OF RAPID TEAMWORK
If you are responsible for improving productivity and connecting your people to a purpose, this entertaining message shares a powerful five-part recipe that leaders can use to inspire unity and transform any group into a GREAT team. Culture trumps strategy, and this interactive talk provides actionable steps to create a more positive and cohesive culture.

To Create a Competitive Advantage

STAY COACHABLE FOR RELENTLESS IMPROVEMENT
Tired of being stuck on your present plateau? Ready to supercharge your personal performance? The best way to grow your team is to grow yourself – and this talk provides an entertaining and effective 4-part road map you and your people will be able to apply immediately to climb beyond your current level of performance. Your audience will be inspired by this effective catalyst for individual development!

To Get Your People to Make A Difference

WHAT WINNING TEAMMATES DO DIFFERENTLY
is inspiring talk will help your people increase their value by improving their awareness. Life is a team sport – and you need more than technical talent to be successful! Winning Teammates are people that others can depend on and want to work with. Your audience will become more influential by taking ownership of and improving interpersonal skills.

Sean can customize any of the above messages for your group after learning more about your conference and desired outcomes.
WANT MORE IMPACT?

Want make Sean’s messages and insights even more memorable?

In addition to the customized event program of engaging activities that Sean will deliver to energize and connect your group, he is also happy to offer signed copies of his books as a valuable take-away that can increase the impact of your event…

As part of your event package, Sean offers his books at a significant discount to event planners so together you can make sure the event experience has even more impact…

A Few of Sean’s Previous Clients…
CONNECT WITH SEAN!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/seanglaze
https://twitter.com/leadyourteam
https://www.youtube.com/user/tsglaze1
https://www.facebook.com/GreatResultsTeambuilding

CONTACT SEAN TODAY TO DISCUSS HOW HE CAN ADD ENERGY AND IMPACT TO YOUR NEXT EVENT!

770.861.6840

www.GreatResultsTeambuilding.com
Sean@GreatResultsTeambuilding.com

Sean Helps Leaders Build More Engaged and Connected Teams!